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This item does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll see about that. Added: 15-Mar-02 Author: Admin New Price: about 175 pounds each new price S/H: depending on the condition. Link Company: No company link PEAVEY EUROSYS 3 Peavey EuroSys 3 15 with Tweeter, 150W - I used Peavey PA stuff quite a bit and it understated
the players even if the people who work in the PA appreciate their gear. My fav' little peavey monitors powered them into black plastic cabinets that also doubled as floor wedges, but there are also excellent and useful, kind of boxes worth grabbing if you see them in good condition with/h as a total extra speaker cabin unit for all kinds of
purposes. These boxes are reliable and can stand a lot of abuse while sounding decent and being available. Good stuff with lots of energy, they are an excellent general purpose box you can use for FOH, wedge (kind) and also I used them a lot for the drummer monitor. Power 300w Peak, 150w RMS 15 Premium woofer Double Driver
High Frequency Tweeter Impedance 8 ohms Answer 65 Hz - 18 kHz Dispersion 60h x 40 V SPL: 98 DB 1W/1 W 1M 2 x 1/4 Jacks Comfortable Pen Metal Stand Adapter Size in mm 640 H x 440 W (295 in the rear) x 430 D Weight 18 kg Product Guide or Files No User Manual Product Resources Ask a question? 6 Related Links Audio
Demo? User Comments Looking for a Guide? - Check out this page above under the headline: Product Guide or Files - We Could Have It!  (Back to the top) PA System Peavey Eurosys 3 Speakers with Soundlab power mixer. Used in the rehearsal room and never played. The carpet goes off on top of one of the speakers, but it's just
cosmetic wear. Everything is in working order. This item is sold as-Described and cannot be returned if it does not arrive in a condition different from how it was described or photographed. Items must be returned to the original as-sent state with all the original packaging. Average score:5.0 (5/5 based on 2 reviews) Peavey EuroSys
3Used in the home studio in the evening sound and the bands (in bars) have a power mixer Yamaha EMX640. Indestructible, sound great clarity and good coverage of all frequencies. 3 out of 6 people have found this review useful Peavey EuroSys 3About 5 years that I use them, they always work perfectly. Rich bass and medium-triple
are all right (double piezo). 300 W program and 150 W RMS. I regularly send them up to 300 W RMS, and they keep. We believe that they work full throttle, but the sound is of good quality and even full power. Good quality Ebenisteri. Jack 6.35 for connections. peavey eurosys 3 speakers specification
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